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describe  Apollo  as  the  splendid  divine  image  of the
prindpti individuationis?   (p. 26).
The  Dionysian,  on  the  contrary, is the freeing of
unmeasured instinct, the breaking loose of the unbridled
dynamis of the animal and the divine nature; hence In the
Dionysian choir man appears as satyr, god  above and
goat below.    It represents horror at the annihilation of
the  principle  of individuation,  and  at  the  same   time
"rapturous delight" at its destruction.    The Dionysian
is, therefore, comparable to frenzy, which dissolves the
individual into collective instincts and  contents, a dis-
ruption ot the secluded ego by the world.    In the Diony-
sian, therefore, man again finds man; " estranged, hostile,
subjugated   Nature   celebrates   once   more her   feast of
reconciliation with her lost son, man."    (p. 26),    Every
man feels "himself "one " with his neighbour (" not merely
united, reconciled, and merged ").    His individuality must
therefore, be entirely suspended.    " Man is no longer the
artist—he has become the work of art".   ." All the artistry
of Nature here reveals itself in the ecstasies of frenzy".
(pf 27.)     Which  means that the creative dynamis', the
libido in instinctive form, takes possession  of the indi-
vidual as an object and uses him as a tool, or expression
of itself.    If one might conceive the natural being as a
" product of art", then of course a man in the Dionysian
state has become a natural work of art;  but, inasmuch
as the natural being is also emphatically not a work of
art in the ordinary meaning of the word, he is nothing
but sheer Nature, unbridled, a raging torrent, not even an
animal that is restricted to itself and its own laws.    I
must emphasize this point both in the interests of clarity
and  of  subsequent   discussion,  since,  for   some   reason
Nietzsche has omitted to make this clear, and has thereby
shed over the problem a deceptive aesthetic veiling, which
at certain places he himself has instinctively to draw aside.

